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FOURTH ANNUAL VINTAGE CHARLOTTE 
SUMMER MARKET TO POP UP JULY 25th 

 
VINTAGE AND HANDMADE SHOPPING EXPERIENCE WITH 

 80+ LOCAL AND REGIONAL VENDORS 
 
CHARLOTTE (June 28, 2015) – Vintage Charlotte (known by friends and fans as simply: VTGCLT) 
will be popping up for their fourth annual Summer Market showcasing the best of vintage, eclectic, 
and handmade. The Summer Market will transform an empty warehouse at 2205 N. Tryon on July 
25, 2015. This curated market includes 80+ local and regional vendors of vintage, antique and 
handmade goods including housewares, furniture, decor, clothing, jewelry and more. In addition to 
handmade and vintage shopping, there will be food and drink from some of the city’s best artisanal 
purveyors.  
 
In just three years, Vintage Charlotte’s pop-up markets have become the place to shop in  
Charlotte for unique vintage finds and emerging makers. Vendor space at the market is juried and 
highly competitive. Many shoppers line up before the doors open to get first pick of all of the hard-
to-find goods, and the markets now draw upwards of 3,000 customers in a single day.  
 
This Summer, for the first time, Vintage Charlotte is offering a VIP Shop from 6-9pm on Friday 
evening before the market day. The VIP shop offers customers an exclusive opportunity to shop the 
80+ Summer Market vendors before anyone else; in addition, non-profit partner, Green Teacher 
Network Charlotte, will host a silent auction. VIP Shop tickets ($25) include a limited edition tote bag 
from Enemy To Fashion, a complimentary pint from Sycamore Brewing and delicious bites from Fit 
You Meals, Heirloom and Tapas 51.  
   
Founder of Vintage Charlotte, Amy Herman, states that, “Vintage Charlotte is about highlighting the 
incredibly amazing things going on right here in Charlotte. Every item you find here is either hand 
selected or expertly made. In supporting these vendors we are supporting the artistic vibrancy and 
economic viability of our local community. Every item has a story: not only do you get to see these 
incredible goods, but you get to be face to face with the folks who discover or make them.”  
 
Admission to Vintage Charlotte’s Summer Market is free of charge, but if you want to beat the 
crowds there is an early bird admission of $5 which gets you in an hour before the doors open to the 
general public. Doors open at 11am,10am for early birds.  
For more information: vintage-charlotte.com 


